Dance history ; Russian culture ; spies on pointe &
ballerinas behaving badly ; surveillance, security
& police states ; Orphan? Agent? Prima? or Pawn?
These are just a few of the themes that your students can explore when Elizabeth Kiem brings
The Bolshoi Saga to your classroom.

Introducing

The Bolshoi Saga
“If you cant get rid of the skeleton in your closet, you best teach it to dance.”
George Bernard Shaw

Also available for public events, private workshops, craft talks and reading groups of all ages.
“All high schoolers should benefit from visits with
authors like Elizabeth, who speak to them as the
sophisticated and exciting youths they are.”
BECCA WORTHINGTON
AAP ADOPT-A-BOOK

To Book Elizabeth Kiem
Sudha D’Unienville, Goldhawk International
s.dunienville@goldhawkinternational.com
020 30154607

1982:
On the night that Comrade
Brezhnev dies and her
mother disappears...
Marina Dukovskaya sees her
future dip into darkness.
Her only choice is to flee.

2014:
When the Bolshoi Ballet
flexes its muscles on tour,
Lana Dukovskaya fights an
age-old vendetta.
She discovers that she, like
her mysterious grandmother
... is the Chosen One.

To order The Bolshoi Saga
Turnaround Distributors
orders@turnaround-uk.com
020 88293000
Please have your account number & ISBNs ready.
Electronic Ordering (EDI) & Teleordering:
www.nielsonbook.net.co.uk // www.pubeasy.com
SOHOPRESS.COM
soho@sohopress.com

Dancer Daughter Traitor Spy
Paperback: 268 pages
ISBN: 978-1616954222
£7.99

Hider Seeker Secret Keeper
Paperback: 272 pages
ISBN: 978-1616955694
£9.99

Orphan Agent Prima Pawn
Hardback: 320 pages
ISBN: 978-1616956554
£15.99

1958:
As the terror of the Stalin era thaws,
Svetlana Dukovskaya gets ready to take
the Bolshoi Ballet by storm ...

Orphan Agent Prima Pawn.

But first she must pay for her family’s
crimes by spying for the Motherland.

Where the Dukovskaya story
begins ... and ends.
The final episode of The Bolshoi Saga.

“Exactly what I craved as a teenager, rich with romance, risk,
political intrigue, caviar, high art, forbidden rock and roll, and one
tough, stunning heroine.”		
ANNA GODBERSEN, NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER, The Blonde

